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Abstract 
In the paper, we present research of most common errors in coherence occurring in learners’ essays. 
We carry out corpus-based research of essays written by learners (non-native speakers) of Czech 
focussing especially on errors concerning discourse connectives: on their use in a relevant context, on 
most common semantic confusions, on the use of connectives in a right position in a sentence etc. We 
examine whether there are some shared issues or tendencies concerning coherence errors that could 
be generalized and formulated as recommendations to students, e.g. which aspects they should pay 
attention to when writing a well-structured essay. In the next step, we introduce how learners of Czech 
may improve their writing skills using an online tool EVALD (Evaluator of Discourse). EVALD provides 
an automated essay scoring and gives also feedback to the users – it points out the strong and weak 
aspects of the text in various language layers including text coherence and discourse connectives. 
EVALD is a suitable tool for e-learning which can be used not only by students (language learners) but 
also by teachers as an assistant tool in their classes. 

Keywords: coherence, coherence errors, connectives, discourse, e-learning, automated essay 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Coherence is one of the pillars of a comprehensible and well-structured text. A text is not simply a set 
of individual sentences, but a complex of sentences interlinked by a variety of text relations, see [8] or 
[7]. Coherence may be manifested through various language means, e.g. by discourse connectives 
(linking words such as therefore, however, or nevertheless), anaphoric devices, or lexical repetition. 
Reaching a well-written coherent text is often a difficult task for language learners. They often have 
problems to cross the sentence boundary and to formulate ideas embedded in a higher text structure. 

In the present paper, we analyze the most common coherence errors in learners’ essays in Czech 
with emphasis on errors concerning discourse connectives. In simple words, discourse connectives 
are language means signaling semantico-pragmatic relations within a text (such as and, but, however, 
when, because). However, their definition, delimitation as well as classification is still a matter of 
discussion, see [17], [22], or [6]. Discourse connectives are a heterogeneous group of expressions. 
Concerning the degree of grammaticalization, connectives may be divided into primary 
(grammaticalized, e.g. therefore) and secondary (non-grammaticalized; e.g. for this reason) [13]. They 
may be both single-word (thus) and multiword (as a result), coordinate (and) and subordinate 
(because), or intra-sentential (but) and inter-sentential (however). Concerning their function in a text, 
connectives interlink two text units and at the same time, they express which type of semantico-
pragmatic relation holds between them. As such, connectives are essential contributors to text 
coherence.  

In the paper, we analyze errors in using connectives by language learners. Concerning the concept of 
errors, [18] views the language used by the learners as an interlanguage – a transition between the 
mother tongue (or any previously acquired language) and the target language. The process of error 
analysis is described e.g. in [2] or [5] as a sequence of several steps: data collection, identification of 
errors, description of errors through their classification and categorization, and explanation (possibly 
also evaluation) of errors. The description of errors deals with various systems of error classification 
(so-called error taxonomy; see e.g. [9]). There are four types of taxonomies: i) a taxonomy reflecting 
surface realization, ii) a taxonomy based on linguistic categories, iii) a comparative error taxonomy, 
and iv) a taxonomy based on a communication effect, see [4]. Concerning the surface realization, four 
classes of errors are commonly described: omission, addition, misformation and misordering [4]. In the 
present paper, we deal with the first type of error taxonomies – the surface structure taxonomy. 
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Error analysis in learners’ essays was carried out for various languages, most commonly for English, 
see [11] or [3], to name just a few. Evaluation of errors in texts produced by learners of Czech was 
given in [19] focusing especially on error annotation in learner corpora, see also [20] and [21]. Errors 
in using connective expressions in Czech were studied especially in [12]. The author gives a global 
study of connective expressions in texts written by non-native speakers of Czech and analyzes also 
the common errors (concerning not only connective expressions, but also spelling and morphology) 
mostly from the formal point of view. In the present paper, we compare our results with [12] and we 
put our emphasis especially on the semantic side of coherence errors.  

2 METHODOLOGY 
The data come from the corpus MERLIN [1], which contains essays written by language learners in 
Czech, German or Italian. As for Czech, the subset contains 438 texts across the language levels 
defined by CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages). Specifically, the 
MERLIN consists of levels A1 (1 text), A2 (189), B1 (165), B2 (81), and C1 (2). The corpus is 
annotated on several language aspects, including coherence and connective accuracy. We put under 
scrutiny all cases with problematic uses of connectives in the Czech part – altogether 51 cases in 43 
documents. We analyze all these cases in detail and divide them according to the specific language 
aspects they violate. 

3 RESULTS 
Altogether, corpus MERLIN contains 438 learners’ essays in Czech. Problematic issues concerning 
discourse connectives appear in 43 documents. In total, there are annotated 51 errors in connective 
use. This means that 395 (90%) essays do not exhibit any error in the use of discourse connectives, 
which is an encouraging result.  

Further, we have analyzed the serious problems concerning connectives, i.e. places in the text where 
the connective use is mostly ungrammatical. We leave here aside other (less problematic) issues such 
as the adequate frequency of connectives in the text or their lexical variety.   

Errors in using discourse connectives by language learners fall into three basic categories: i) a missing 
connective in a place requiring a connective, ii) an overuse of connectives (redundant, sometimes 
ungrammatical uses), and iii) connective confusion (a wrong connective use). The most frequent 
(82%, see Table 1) as well as linguistically remarkable is the last category.  

Similar error distribution is demonstrated also in [12] that works with a larger category of coherence 
expressions than discourse connectives but still the two analyses are comparable to a certain extent. 
In his study, the first category (omission) covers 16%, the second one (addition) 9% and the most 
frequent is the third category (misformation) with 75%.  

Table 1. Most frequent errors in discourse connectives in MERLIN. 

Type of an error Tokens in MERLIN % 
A missing connective 5 10 

An overuse of connectives 4 8 

Connective confusion 42 82 

Total  51 100 

The wrong usages of connectives concern several language aspects: semantic confusion, reversed 
direction of a discourse relation (e.g. because vs. therefore), semantic nuances of connectives 
expressing the same/similar semantic category (like since vs. because), confusion of potential 
synonyms used in a semantically inappropriate context, wrong uses of complex (multiword) 
connectives and correlative pairs, confusion of connectives with a similar form (but a different 
meaning), or uses of connectives in a wrong sentence position (word order). 
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3.1 A missing connective 
The omission of a connective (however rare in the data) is demonstrated in Example (1). The context 
requires the use of a connective než “than” that was, however, omitted by the student. The sentence 
without this connective is ungrammatical. In some contexts, discourse relations may be only implicit, 
i.e. not expressed by an explicit language expression. The use of a connective, in that case, is a 
matter of choice. However, in cases such as Example (1), we cannot speak about optionality of the 
expression, as the omission of a connective violates grammar.  

(1) *Ráno se můžeme dívat na věc úplně jinak, [než] jak se na ni díváme v noci.  

“*In the morning we can look at the matter quite differently, [than] how we look at it at night.” 

3.2 An overuse of connectives 
An addition of a connective (also rare in the data) is demonstrated in Example (2). This phenomenon 
occurs in cases where two text units are in the relation of juxtaposition – they are not linked by any 
semantically specific relation, but they are just put next to each other in a rather looser connection. 
Such relation should be asyndetic (no connective expression is required).  

Generally, discourse connectives themselves carry certain semantic meaning, e.g. ale “but” carries an 
attribute of opposition, or proto “therefore” of reason. The use of a connective in the relation of 
juxtaposition is thus counterproductive.  

(2) Přijedu na víkend, *jak není to problém? 

“I'm coming for a weekend, *how isn’t that a problem?” 

An addition of a connective occurs also in cases with a double signalization of semantic relation, see 
Example (3) demonstrating a contrastive relation. Contrastive relations form a general category 
covering several sub-relations such as opposition, concession, confrontation etc.  

(3) … *ten člověk, ačkoliv se stará o sebe, ale nemyslí jen na sebe. 

lit. “…*that man, though he cares for himself, but does not think only of himself.” 

In Example (3), the contrastive relation is signaled twice: by the connectives ačkoliv “though” and ale 
“but”. These two connectives express a different subcategory – ačkoliv “though” signals concession 
while ale “but” opposition. However, these two subcategories cannot be used together, and the author 
has to choose only one of them, see Examples (4i) and (4ii). The examples differ semantically and 
each fits into a slightly different context.  

(4) i) …ten člověk, ačkoliv se stará o sebe, nemyslí jen na sebe. 

lit. “...that man, though he cares for himself, does not think only of himself.” 
(ii) …ten člověk se stará o sebe, ale nemyslí jen na sebe. 
lit. “...that man cares for himself but does not think only of himself.” 

3.3 Connective confusion (a wrong connective usage) 
Connective confusions found in the corpus MERLIN concern several language aspects. Specifically, 
they may be grouped under semantic violation (see Sub-sections 3.3.1–3.3.4), violation concerning 
the form of connectives (3.3.5 and 3.3.6) and the position of connectives (3.3.7).  

3.3.1 Semantic confusion 
Semantic confusion occurs when a connective does not fit into the context semantically, see 
Example (5). While the context indicates the relation of purpose that requires a connective aby “so 
that”, the connective když “when” typically signaling temporal or conditional relations is used instead.  

(5) *Tu práci člověk musí dělat velmi dobře, když [aby] jeho přátelé v práci a jeho nadřízený měli 
dobré myšlenky. 

“*One has to do the job very well when [so that] his friends at work and his supervisor have good 
ideas.” 
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Sometimes the language learners use even the opposite expression – antonym, see Example (6) with 
the context requiring the expression už “already” that was confused by its semantic counterpart ještě 
“still”. 

(6) *Člověk přece musí celý život pracovat, ještě [už] od dětství. 

lit. “*Man must work all his life, still [already] from his childhood.” 

In some cases, the confusion does not concern two discourse connectives, but a discourse connective 
and a pure content conjunction (typically že “that”). Sometimes learners use a discourse connective in 
content clauses (Example (7) with a wrong use of a connective až “when”) or, on the contrary, they 
use a content conjunction (že “that”) in contexts requiring a connective (see Example (8) with the 
relation of purpose requiring a connective abych “so that”). 

(7) *Ve svém e-mailu píšeš, až [že] bude prázdninový kurz češtiny na tvé univerzitě. 

lit. “*You write in your email when [that] a holiday course of Czech will be at your university.” 

(8) *Potom bych chtěl navštívit českou letní školu, že [abych] se lépe naučil Tvůj jazyk. 

“*Then I would like to attend the Czech summer school that [so that] I learn your language better.”  

3.3.2 Reversed direction of a discourse relation 
In some cases, language learners have problems to differentiate the right direction of discourse 
relations. Typically, they confuse the relation of the reason (protože “because”) and result (proto 
“therefore”) but also other relations such as concession (they do not differentiate between přesto “yet” 
and přestože “even though”). The problem arises also from the fact that these connective counterparts 
have a similar form – the one was formed from the other. The following examples demonstrate the 
wrong use of the connective protože “because” (Example 9) and přestože “even though” (Example 
10). 

(9) Chtěla bych ti poděkovat, že jsi mě pozvala na oslavu svých narozenin. *A protože [proto] bych 
se chtěla zeptat: kde budeš oslavovat narozeniny? 

“I would like to thank you for inviting me to your birthday party. *And because [therefore/so] I would 
like to ask: Where will you celebrate your birthday?” 

(10) Začnu diplomovou práci příští rok. *Přestože [Přesto] plánuju krátkou dovolenou v České 
republice v zimě. 

“I will begin my diploma thesis next year. *Even though [Yet] I plan a short holiday in the Czech 
Republic in the winter.” 

In these cases, also the coreference direction of the connective is changed – the anaphoric connective 
(proto “therefore”, přesto “yet”) becomes cataphoric (protože “because”, přestože “even though”). If we 
wanted to keep the original connectives from Examples (9) and (10), we would have to change the 
order of the sentences/text units, see Examples (11) and (12). 

(11) Protože jsi mě pozvala na oslavu svých narozenin, chtěla bych se zeptat: kde budeš oslavovat 
narozeniny? 

lit. “Because you invited me to your birthday party, I would like to ask: Where will you celebrate your 
birthday?” 

(12) Přestože začnu diplomovou práci příští rok, plánuju krátkou dovolenou v České republice v zimě. 

“Even though I will begin my diploma thesis the next year, I plan a short holiday in the Czech 
Republic in the winter.” 

3.3.3 Semantic nuances of connectives 
A particular semantic type of discourse relation may be expressed by a variety of connectives (e.g. 
opposition may be expressed by connectives ale “but”, však “however”, avšak “however”, or nicméně 
“nevertheless”). However, even connectives signaling the same type of relation are not always 
absolute synonyms and they are not interchangeable in every context. They differ in subtle semantic 
nuances, see [14]. To differentiate between the individual semantic nuances is difficult especially for 
language learners. Sometimes they use a connective from the right semantic category which, 
however, does not fit into the given context.  
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In our data, this situation occurred especially in temporal and conditional relations. Concerning 
temporal relations, learners had problems to differentiate between connectives až “when” (combining 
with future events) and když “when/while”, see Example (13).  

In case of the condition, the confusion concerned connectives když, jestli, pokud, all meaning “if” but 
differing in the degree or type of conditionality. To learn a list of connectives for each semantic relation 
is thus not enough – the students should be familiar also with the semantic and contextual specificities 
of connectives to avoid misunderstanding.    

(13) ?Můžeme jít do kina nebo do divadla, když [až] budeš tady. 

“We can go to the cinema or theatre while [when] you are here.”  

3.3.4 Confusion of potential synonyms 
Discourse connectives are often polysemic. For example, the connective jestli “if/whether” may be 
used in both conditional (Jestli projdu dnešním testem, půjdu večer na párty. “If I pass the test today, 
I'll go to the party tonight.”) and content clauses (Zeptej se ho, jestli přijde. “Ask him whether he will 
come.”). In its conditional meaning, jestli is synonymous with the expression pokud “if”. In Example 
(14), the learner used pokud “if” instead of jestli “if/whether” in the content clause. However, in similar 
contexts, these two connectives are not synonymous.  

(14) Taky jsem se chtěla zeptat, *pokud [jestli] máte parkoviště.  

“I also wanted to ask you *‘on condition that’ [whether] you have a parking lot.” 

3.3.5 Complex connectives and correlative pairs  
Discourse connectives may be single-word (ale “but”, a “and”, nebo “or”…) or they can combine to 
form so-called complex connectives. Complex connectives are multiword expressions that can occur 
next to each other in the text (i když “even though”) or they can form correlative pairs (buď_nebo 
“either_or”, nejen_ale i “not only_but also”). All parts of these connectives participate in signalization of 
a single discourse relation [16]. Due to their complexity, these types of connectives can be difficult for 
language learners. Example (15) demonstrates a wrong usage of a complex connective i když “even 
though” – the context requires a connective a když “and when”. Although these two connectives look 
similar (i když – a když; i “also” and a “and” are even partial synonymous in some contexts), they do 
not have a similar meaning. Interestingly, i když “even though” is a complex connective expressing a 
different semantic type (concession) than its individual parts (i “also” signals typically conjunction and 
když “when” condition or temporal relations). The idiomatic character of the connective i když “even 
though” may be confusing for language learners.  

(15) Člověk musí často udělat mnoho věcí ihned. *I když [A když] ve škole člověk tomu naučí, bude 
se mu mnohem lehčeji pracovat dále. 

“Man often has to do many things right away. *Even though [And when] he learns it at school, the 
work will be much easier for him in the future.” 

Example (16) demonstrates a misuse of correlative pairs buď_nebo “either_or” and ať_nebo roughly 
“whether_or”. The pair buď_nebo “either_or” is much more frequent in Czech and, perhaps therefore, 
language learners use nebo “or” with buď “either” even in contexts requiring the expression ať roughly 
“whether” – despite the fact that it does not fit there semantically. 

(16) Šaty nosí každý člověk; *buď [ať] je dítětem, nebo dospělým. 

“Every person wears a dress, *either [be it] a child or an adult.”  

3.3.6 Connectives with a similar form (but a different meaning) 
In some cases, language learners misuse discourse connectives having a similar form but not a 
similar meaning. Typically, these connectives differ only in a single letter, cf. the pairs such as když – 
kdy “when – when” (see Example (17)), jako – jak “as – how”, co – což “what – which”.   

(17) Nevím, proč lidi jezdí do cízích zemí, *kdy [když] máme krasnou přírodou na Ukrajině. 

“I do not know why people are going to the foreign countries when we have beautiful countryside in 
Ukraine.” 
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3.3.7 Position of connectives (word order) 
Concerning word order, some connectives in Czech may be bound to a certain position (e.g. 
subordinating connectives typically occur in the first place) while the others can move to a certain 
extent (e.g. adverbs can mostly occur both in the first and second position). In some cases, language 
learners have problems to use connectives in the right sentence positions, see Example (18) with a 
connective však “however” at the beginning of the sentence. The obligatory position of this connective 
in a contrastive meaning in Czech is the second one.  

(18) Školáci chodí do školy denně. Někdo chodí rád, někdo se k této činnosti musí pobízet. ?Však 
[Avšak] v tomto věku ne každé dítě je schopné pochopit, co přesně za poklad v rukou má… 

“Pupils go to school every day. Someone likes it, someone must be encouraged to do so. However, 
not every child is able to understand exactly what treasure he has in his hands…” 

4 DISCUSSION: EVALUATOR OF DISCOURSE (EVALD)  
As demonstrated in the result part, the most common errors in using discourse connectives concern 
the connective confusion, especially the wrong use of the connective když “when” covering one third 
of all wrong uses (tokens) of connectives in corpus MERLIN. Typically, this expression is misused with 
the connectives jestli, až or pokud roughly meaning “when, if” with specific semantic nuances and 
behaviour, or with connectives kdy “when” and aby “so that”. The connective když “when” is one of the 
most frequent connectives in Czech (according to the data of the Prague Discourse Treebank 2.0, see 
[15], it belongs to the first five most frequent connectives) while connectives like jestli, až or pokud 
roughly “when, if” are less frequent and semantically more specific. The connective když “when” is 
semantically relatively wide – it may express e.g. condition or temporal relations in a broader sense. 
These two semantic relations are also most commonly misused by language learners (41% of 
connective misuse in MERLIN concerned condition or temporal relations). Language learners often 
have a tendency to use frequent and semantically more general connectives also in contexts requiring 
connective specificities.  

Discourse connectives are a heterogeneous class of expressions – the individual connectives differ in 
various aspects such as syntactic behaviour, lexical representation, pragmatic function or word order 
(position of a connective in the sentence). Although Czech has a wide repertoire of connectives, only a 
small set is used at a high frequency, see [14]. The existence of the less frequent connectives can be 
then explained by the need for expressions reflecting the subtle shades of text relations (concerning 
semantics, pragmatics etc.). In other words, it is not enough for language learners to learn a limited 
set of the most frequent connectives, as these expressions do not cover all communicative situations 
and communicative intents.   

One of the possibilities for learners of Czech is to practice their writing skills through e-learning, 
specifically through Evaluator of Discourse (EVALD, [10]). EVALD provides the user with a total mark 
for his or her text concerning text coherence (on the grade A1–C2 defined by the Common European 
Framework of Reference) as well as with the feedback from various language areas, including 
frequency and diversity of discourse relations. The users may thus learn whether their use of 
connectives corresponds to their overall language level or not. EVALD reflects also the repetition and 
lexical variability of connectives, i.e. it recognizes e.g. the overuse of a single connective. Language 
learners may easily learn through EVALD the approximate level of their texts concerning text 
coherence, including the use of discourse connectives. EVALD may be used in this way as an 
assistant tool for practising learners’ writing skills.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 
In the paper, we presented an analysis of the most common errors in using discourse connectives by 
learners of Czech. We carried out the research on the data of the MERLIN corpus containing essays 
written by non-native speakers of Czech. We found out that the errors in using connectives may be 
divided into three basic categories: i) omission of a connective, ii) addition of a connective, and iii) 
connective confusion (wrong use of a connective). The most frequent was the last category and we 
concentrated on examining its subcategories that may be grouped under semantic violation, violation 
concerning the form of connectives (covering complex connectives, correlative pairs and connectives 
with a similar form but different meaning) and the position of connectives. We especially put our 
emphasis on the semantic violation. Language learners often confused connectives expressing 
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different discourse relations (když – aby “when – so that”), they used a connective that changed the 
direction of a discourse relation (protože – proto “because – therefore”), they did not reflect the 
semantic nuances of connectives expressing the same / similar semantic category (když – až, both 
meaning roughly “when”), or they confused potential synonyms used in a semantically inappropriate 
context (pokud – jestli, both meaning “whether, if”, but only jestli may be used both in conditional and 
content clauses). The connective když “when” appeared to be the most frequently misused connective 
(covering one third of all wrong uses of connectives in MERLIN). The most problematic semantic 
relations were condition and temporal relations that, in some contexts, may be easily confused by 
language learners. In our data, learners had often a tendency to use rather common and semantically 
more general connectives than connectives expressing more specific semantic shades or exhibiting 
specific behaviour of another kind (concerning e.g. word order). However, also these less frequent 
connectives should be gradually involved in language acquisition, as they help to cover all (even the 
more specific) communicative situations.   
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